
Information and Terms & Conditions 
 

(1) All the Candidates should bring duly filled prescribed application form, complete biodata, one 

(01) set of self-attested copy of their certificates and the original certificates in the support of 

their educational/professional qualification and one passport size photographs. 

 

(2) Kindly fill different forms for different positions if applying for more than one. 
 

(3) The period of contract will be for eleven months and may be extended on basis of performance. 
 

(4) The Institute reserves the right to fill-up or not to fill-up the posts, cancel the advertisement in 

whole or in part without assigning any reason and its decision in this regard shall be final. 
 

(5) Institute reserves all the rights to fill this contractual position on temporary basis. 
 

(6) Applicants, who employed in government, semi-government, autonomous organizations, public 

sector enterprises, universities and educational institutions must produce a No Objection  

Certificate from their employer when asked. 
 

(7) Canvassing in any form/ bringing in any influence political or otherwise will be treated as a 

disqualification of the candidate. 
 

(8) The Institute shall verify the antecedents or documents submitted by a candidate at the time of 

appointment or during the tenure of the service. In case, it is found that the documents submitted 

by the candidates are fake or the candidate has a clandestine antecedents/background and has 

suppressed the said information, then his/her services shall be terminated. 
 

(9) No TA/DA will be paid for appearing in the interview. 
 

(10) "INTERIM ENQLIRIES WILL NOT BE ENTERTAINED". 
 

(11) Right to restrict: Where the number of applicants is extraordinarily high then the Institute has 

absolute right to restrict the number of applicants by qualification/experience/test. 
 

(12) Updates/ information/ corrigendum/ addendum will be published on the institute website only. 

The institute will not be responsible in any manner if a candidate fails to visit/ access the website 

it time. Candidates are requested to regularly visit the institute website i.e. www.nitrr.ac.in for 

updates information regarding the recruitment. 
 
 

 

 

   Registrar   

 NIT Raipur 

http://www.nitrr.ac.in/

